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These are the trying, true stories of the mobile emergency medical technicians who often are the
only thing standing between any one of us and death. Author Pat Ivey uses her extensive
firsthand experiences, as well as an unflinching eye for drama and detail, to bring us the unheard
tales of heroism and courage of the EMT units. She takes us into a hidden world of children in
need, women seeking shelter from the storm of abuse, and the realities of industrial accidents. A
simple car crash turns into a Herculean effort, an epic struggle against the clock and against the
odds. Tragic misfortunes that usually occur silently in everyday America and the men and
women who try to heal these heart pounding predicaments are put reverently on stage in this
heroic, honest, and compassionate compilation of true action adventures.

About the AuthorPat Ivey works as a cardiac technician on Lake of the Woods Volunteer Rescue
Squad in Wilderness, Virginia. Along with teaching EMS classes, she works in the Culpeper
Regional Hospital emergency room. She is a great believer in holistic medicine, the magic of
touch, and the healing power of love. 
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m_amor_kitten, “Cute. Love the bag (it's insulated so doubles as a lunchbox) it's got a little bell!
The tiles come in 4 packs. 2 packs were open and scattered inside. 2 were sealed. The 4 trays
appeared to be intact. 3 loose dice in the bag as well”

Katharine Hargrove, “Great Mini Set. This is an excellent mini set of Mahjong. The tiles are well
made and the cat bag has some padding to it, plus it has a little bell on the collar that is a nice
touch.Only con is the tile holders are a bit thin and I don’t think they will last a long time without
being careful. Which isn’t ideal for travel.Would recommend this set overall!”

Absadoff, “Fit the bill. A bit small but nice for travel”

jorge, “Thanks. Esperaba que estubiera mas grande pero aunt asi es perfecto para jugar con
mis hijos gracias”

PacBeachHarmony, “Case broke upon arrival but stuff inside very good. Tiles smaller than other
travel sets., clear plastic holder well made but case was broken on arrival. Please (manufacturer)
make a good case and increase price a bit. Useless without good case if used as a travel set”

Candy Campbell, “Perfect to carry around. This is a good set for the price. My case didn’t want to
close properly but that was fixed with a piece industrial Velcro. The tiles had a good sturdy feel to
them, but light enough to travel with them. This is actually the 2nd set, the first was said to have
been delivered but I didn’t get. When I contacted Amazon/company, a new set was sent
promptly. It doesn’t have the rules with the set, but that’s okay - I ordered a book plus watched
YouTube videos. My family came up with our own version of the game- my sister called it “Our-
jong”.”

The book by Pat Ivey has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 18 people have provided feedback.
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